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Using Sync2 Cloud you can manage all your Outlook contacts, calendar, tasks and notes in any device and any email service.
With this tool your data is always up to date and you can backup and synchronize your data across all devices. Send or receive
data from Exchange, Google, Facebook, iCloud or any other email services. Support file downloading. If you are using Outlook
or Outlook 365 in Mail you can use this tool to sync Outlook with any email provider. Sync2 Cloud features: ✓ Sync contacts,
calendar and notes ✓ Full support for Gmail, iCloud, Exchange or Office 365 ✓ Sends or receives email between Exchange or
Outlook ✓ Option to select which folder to sync ✓ Configure a filter for private items ✓ Create the first backup for each account
✓ Set an interval of backups for all accounts ✓ Add or remove contacts or calendars from sync ✓ Schedule sync tasks for
Outlook ✓ Filter folders to exclude them from sync ✓ Connect an alternative FTP server ✓ Connect an external USB drive ✓
Auto backup and restore (Full/Interval) ✓ Supports all Outlook clients ✓ Works with common phone calendars (iPhone, Android,
Blackberry) ✓ Install, configure and use Sync2 Cloud easily ✓ Backup and restore folders ✓ Choose where to save the backups ✓
Back up your data on the server ✓ Enable/disable backup ✓ Sync speed is optimized ✓ Show number of changes in the log ✓
Prevents incorrect backup ✓ Built in translator for 9 languages ✓ Clean design ✓ Minimalistic interface ✓ Translations in 9
languages ✓ In-app comments ✓ Built in filters to show/hide items ✓ Hotkeys for options ✓ Landscape mode ✓ Works for
Windows, Mac and Linux ✓ Fully compatible with Microsoft Outlook ✓ Works with Microsoft Outlook 2017, 2016, 2013, 2010,
2007 and 2000 ✓ Supports Outlook 365 ✓ Built in Office account ✓ Supports Google, Exchange, Google, iCloud, Facebook and
other cloud services ✓ Has the ability to "push" data to an FTP server, remote access USB drive, external drive or ftp server. ✓
Supports the way you need to sync, sync by folder or sync all ✓ Supports both free and paid options Sync2 Cloud Costs:

Sync2 Cloud License Code & Keygen
Synchronize Outlook with Google, iCloud, Exchange or Office 365 accounts Synchronize your calendar, contacts, tasks and other
info Synchronizes with your primary Gmail account Quickly and easily synchronize Outlook to your primary email account So
many ways to sync your Outlook data to an array of cloud-based services. Sync2Cloud can handle all of them. Sync Outlook to
Google, Apple iCloud, Exchange, Exchange Online, OWA, Office 365, Office365 Outlook, Google+, Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter, and Yammer. SyncEmail: Sync2Cloud by SyncEmail is a professional tool for managing email and files. It offers
beautiful and easy-to-use interface, a smart design that enhances performance, and a solid set of features to keep all your
information in sync. SyncEmail is compatible with Outlook, Google, Apple iCloud, Microsoft Exchange and Office 365. With
this app you can synchronize contacts, calendar, tasks, notes, and more. Sync2Cloud by SyncEmail is a professional tool for
managing email and files. It offers beautiful and easy-to-use interface, a smart design that enhances performance, and a solid set
of features to keep all your information in sync. SyncEmail is compatible with Outlook, Google, Apple iCloud, Microsoft
Exchange and Office 365. With this app you can synchronize contacts, calendar, tasks, notes, and more. Sync2Cloud by
SyncEmail Description: Synchronize Outlook with Google, iCloud, Exchange or Office 365 accounts Synchronize your calendar,
contacts, tasks and other info Synchronizes with your primary Gmail account Quickly and easily synchronize Outlook to your
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primary email account Synchronizes with Microsoft Outlook 365, Exchange & OWA, Google, Apple iCloud, and other email
accounts Sync2Cloud includes file sync feature. It supports most file sync options in Cloud services, including Dropbox, Drive,
OneDrive, Box, FTP/SFTP and more. Customizable with themes. Up to 3 different themes for customizing UI appearance.
Option to config sync schedule, recurring, backup, report, and more. Save battery and memory by running only app when needed
Share with friends and family through social networks integration Sync2Cloud by SyncEmail Features: * Sync Contacts * Sync
Calendar * Sync Tasks * Sync Notes * Sync Password * Sync Notes Contact * Sync Emails * Sync Photos * Sync Contacts Fax *
Sync Contacts 09e8f5149f
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Sync2 Cloud For PC
Sync2 Cloud is a Windows application capable of synchronizing data between multiple sources to keep you up to date with
everything. It supports Android, iCloud, Microsoft Exchange and Office 365 email accounts but it mostly focuses on Outlook.
For example, it can be used to synchronize calendar, contact and task information across all your devices with Outlook installed.
Syncs your calendar, contacts, tasks and other info Installing this tool shouldn't be difficult. On the other hand, make sure that
you have.NET Framework and Microsoft Outlook installed since it cannot work without these programs. As far as the interface is
concerned, Sync2 Cloud adopts a modern appearance and intuitive layout, where you can get started by adding an email account
from Google, iCloud, Office 365 or Exchange. Other sources include the 4Team sharing service (same developer as this app),
FTP server, network, external disk or USB flash drive. More should be expected in future updates since the developer is currently
working on other sources to implement, such as Google Keep, Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. Set up Gmail, iCloud, Exchange
or Outlook 365 accounts After connecting the app to an account, you can choose the folder you want to sync. Once the setup
wizard is over, you return to the main window and gain access to the content in your email accounts. Additional settings can be
configured if necessary. For instance, you can change the sync direction (send or receive items items to or from Outlook only),
schedule sync jobs to run automatically (frequently, daily, weekly) and configure filters when it comes to syncing private items
and new folders, as well as removing groups or folders from Outlook if they are also deleted from somewhere else. Schedule sync
tasks and run backups Backups are performed automatically when 20 changes are detected within each account. However, you
can edit the number of items for this trigger, set a backup folder that's different from the default option, or disable backups
altogether. Folders can be restored from these backups, though. Elegant sync solution between Outlook and other email services
Sync2 Cloud minimizes to the systray and silently monitors the activity in your email accounts without interrupting your typical
desktop activity. It had minimal impact on the computer's performance in our tests. Thanks to its clean interface, practical and
approachable options, Sync2 Cloud should come in handy to all types of users looking for an elegant solution for synchronizing
important information across multiple devices and email services with Outlook. Frendly Apps Try

What's New in the Sync2 Cloud?
Sync2 Cloud is a simple tool for keeping information in sync across multiple email accounts. It is a free app that is compatible
with Outlook 2010 or later. Syncs items: This app can be used to sync data between emails, such as contacts, calendar, tasks, RSS
feeds and other data. It supports notifications, with individual message level configuration. Keep your desktop clean and the
clutter at bay: The app does a good job of remaining unobtrusive. There are minimal visual interruptions to desktop activities,
such as this app being dormant in the systray. Simple controls and options: It has a simple interface with well-organized options
and controls. We like that the options are organized into sections and can be viewed via a checkbox or a list of options. Tons of
free updates: The developers are committed to updating and bringing new features as soon as possible. Made for Outlook: Sync2
Cloud makes it easy to sync data between Outlook and other mail accounts, including Gmail, Office 365 and iCloud. Sync 2
Cloud is a free application that can be found in the ID3 tool download section on www.info-software.net. The contact manager in
the online database version of this app works well but the sync function does not. It's a HUGE time waster! Ease-of-use
Functionality Product Quality Customer Support Value for Money Just another example of an app that doesn't do a thing and it's
NOT worth the money. Pros No cons Cons Does not work on computer (sync feature). Ease-of-use Functionality Product Quality
Customer Support Value for Money If you've tried to use the app and it doesn't work as advertised, you'll have the same
frustration. Pros No cons Cons Does not work for computers. Ease-of-use Functionality Product Quality Customer Support N/A
Pros No cons Cons Does not work on computers. Ease-of-use Functionality Product Quality Customer Support Value for Money
Not worth the time to use. Ease-of-use Functionality Product Quality Customer Support N/A
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System Requirements For Sync2 Cloud:
Hard Drive Space (Ranks 50%): 600 MB free space is required for the game installation. Hard Drive Space (Recommended):
(Between 600 MB - 1 GB) RAM: 1 GB is required for the game installation. RAM (Recommended): (Between 1 GB - 2 GB)
Processor: 3 GHz Pentium (or above) is recommended for the game installation. Processor (Recommended): (3 GHz or above)
Graphics: Older systems
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